1. Cherry Hill mansion
2. Shed. Built in the early 1900s for the Rankin children's chickens. Later used as storage for garden tools & supplies.
3. Site of a building foundation. Perhaps corner of a "Wood House," dated 1790s-1890s, where wood was stored and there was an outhouse or "necessary."
4. Upper Garden. Site of formal flower gardens, lawn ornaments & vegetable gardens.
5. Peony beds. Peonies are known to be at Cherry Hill since at least 1910. These beds date to the 1930s.
7. Site of early 1900s walkway connecting sidewalk to upper driveway & front door.
8. Remains of well used in the 1800s.
10. Reconstructed Garden Temple, Believed to have been built using old well cover, 1930-1954.